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A key issue in bioinformatics is to decipher cell regulation mechanisms. By comparing
networks observed in two different situations, differential network analysis enables to
highlight differences that reveal specific cellular responses. The aim of our work is to
study the role of natural anti-sense transcription on cellular regulation mechanisms.
Our proposal is to build and compare networks obtained from two different sets of
actors: the “usual” sense actors on one hand and the sense and anti-sense actors on
the other hand. Our study only considers themost significant interactions, called an
Extended Core Network; therefore our differential analysis identifies important
interactions that are on the influence of anti-sense transcription. Our inference
method of an Extended Core Network is inspired by C3NET, but whereas C3NET only
computes one interaction per gene, we propose to consider the most significant
interactions for each gene. We define the differential network analysis of two
extended core networks inferred with and without anti-sense actors. This relies on
change motifs that describe which gene-gene interactions of the extended core
network are modified when we integrate anti-sense actors in the data. As our method
ocuses on the most significant interactions, these motifs highlight the impact of anti-
sense transcription. The networks motifs obtained by our workflow are then compared
with assessed biological knowledge. The study reported in this paper is realized on
transcriptional data from apple fruit in a context of fruit ripening; the change motifs
revealed by our analysis are matched on a protein-protein interaction network and
give a small set of interesting actors thatdeserve further biological investigation.
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